ACCESS CONTROL FOR EVERY
FACILITY
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Millennium, with a legacy stretching back more than 50
years is a premier supplier of high quality access control
to organizations of all sizes. We focus on partnerships with
factory trained and certified system dealers to ensure
that every system is carefully tailored to meet the unique
needs of building owners; whether it’s one door or
thousands across multiple campuses.
Our company’s success goes hand in hand with the
relationships we develop with our dealers.
This booklet is a collection of 6 flyers describing how
Millennium provides access control solutions for various m
multiple use facilities.
Our goal is to provide you, our dealers with information
support that aids your efforts to expand the installation of
Millennium access control solutions.
Are you working on closing a deal to install access control
in any type of facility? Grab the fitting end-user flyer and
let it speak on your behalf.

“We have been working with Millennium for 20 years and we have a great relationship. I like the
whole team and how easy it is for us to get the reliable parts we need for our projects. The
support from your team has been rock solid and I look forward to a continued successful
business relationship with Millennium.”

Joe Montini, President - Kolram Access Services
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ACCESS CONTROL FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM BUSINESSES

Security to protect your buildings, assets and people
Securing businesses and the people who work there is an important task. Access control serves as more than just a
physical validation system for entries and exits, it allows you to protect your business assets, record scheduled
entries and integrate identifications systems, all within the system.
Whether you are managing the security for a big office building, multiple business locations or you are responsible
for just your unit in the facility- you deserve a security system that is easy to manage, cost effective and reliable.
Millennium allows you to increase security with physical access control, video surveillance and multiple other
integrations without worrying about an increase in cost or lower quality of service.

SECURE SHOPS AND SMALL
BUSINESSES

Secure all small business facilities with reliable
access control systems

 Secure standalone buildings and single facilities
within major malls and shopping structures

 Set schedules for staff and secure exit points to allow
only authorized personnel access

 Integrate video management, alarms and

notifications with access control to provide all round
single system security

 Events recording system tracks all authorized entry
and exits to account for time and attendance

“We installed Millennium at 4 of our client’s branch locations, and access control
security has never been easier. We especially appreciate the fact that we can
administer remotely through the secure cloud-hosted platform”

Damon Palmer – Pro-Tech International

TOP-NOTCH SECURITY FOR
MEDICAL OFFICES

Protect important equipment and information with
top-notch access control

 Validate all entries by staff and patients into your
medical premises

 Maintain compliance with HIPAA and other privacy
laws with secure record rooms and file cabinets

 Get full reporting on all entries into secure rooms,

inventory cabinets and documentation storage spaces

 Create unique partitions within single access control

system to allow departments to administer security and
access levels separately

GET PROTECTION FOR OUTLETS
IN MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

Access control for more than one location, reliable
and secure

 Remote access control system allows for management
and administration of system from anywhere on any
device

 Secure and monitor staff in all building locations within
one-single platform

 Provide authorized entry to multiple buildings and
facilities based on administrative access level

 Customize ID badges and entry permissions for all

personnel and staff based on access levels and work
schedules

FLEXIBLE, SIMPLE ACCESS
CONTROL

Provide reliable access control that grows with your
needs

 Lockdown all doors in the event of threats and
existential danger to lives and business assets

 Administer and control all doors remotely in the cloud
from anywhere and at anytime

 Connect all entries and exits for business locations from
within one single system

 Scalable, reliable, with continuous software

development to fit security needs for all facilities at
every level

FEATURES
AND
BENEFITS

 Easily assign mobile credentials to allow cardholders to
open doors with one-click open on their smartphones

AFFORDABLE

WORRY FREE

FLEXIBLE

SCALABLE

SECURE

Eliminate re-keying and
card reissue to save time
and money

Install and manage with
little effort plus expert
technical support

Manage system remotely
from anywhere with mobile
connectivity

Add and remove sites and
doors at anytime
seamlessly

Secure backup, software
updates and reliable
hardware
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ACCESS CONTROL FOR ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES

Providing specialized access control security
that meets all legal regulations for the unique needs of the elderly
The needs of assisted living or nursing home facilities differ considerably from other institutions. In addition to
maintaining optimal site security, there must also be a dedicated focus on the health and well being of each
patient/resident.
Administrators are required by government regulations to provide a more specialized brand of security services
needed to fit the unique set of conditions found in most assisted living facilities, nursing homes and retirement
communities. Access control installations are required to comply with these regulations.
Millennium provides flexible and customizable access control with cutting edge technology that allows you to
increase security with physical access control, video surveillance and multiple other integrations to fit the unique,
and legally regulated needs of assisted living facilities.

SECURE ALL SENSITIVE PATIENT
INFORMATION

Protect important equipment and information with topnotch access control

▪ Validate all entries by staff and residents into labs, or
rooms with specialized equipment

▪ Maintain compliance with HIPAA and other privacy laws
with secure record rooms and file cabinets

▪ Get full reporting on all entries into secure rooms,

inventory/medicine cabinets and documentation
storage spaces

▪ Provide authorized medical staff and caregiver

customized access to sensitive spaces based on job
functions and duty schedules

▪ Secure medication in locked spaces within resident units

Millennium Provides insight into the door activity via the events log dashboard. Coupled
with CCTV video integration, the security of older residents is even more assured.

PROTECTION FOR ALL
COMMON SPACES

Secure access control for all common areas and
event spaces

▪ Create unique open and close door schedules for all

high traffic doors and general spaces such as dining
rooms, event spaces, gym, swimming pools and more

▪ Secure and monitor residents and staff in all connected
buildings, rooms and external facilities

▪ Provide adequate security with a combination of

access control and video surveillance to prevent
wandering from semi open spaces by elderly residents

▪ Ability to lockdown and track all entry/exit events
during emergencies or in missing persons cases

SECURE ALL ENTRY AND EXIT
POINTS

Secure all access points into and out of the facility

▪ Provide security for stand alone buildings in retirement

communities and multiple housing units styles of nursing
homes

▪ Securely provide access to only authorized staff,
patients and visitors based on access levels and
schedules

▪ Connect all third party video surveillance, alarms and
notifications to access control software to provide all
round single system security

▪ Monitor entry and exits of staff and residents securely
via events recording remotely and on smartphones

FLEXIBLE ACCESS CONTROL FOR
ALL FAMILIES

Provide flexible, reliable visitor management access
control for all members of the family

▪ Give unique access to authorized members of the
family with mobile credentials

▪ Administer and control all doors remotely in the cloud
from anywhere and at anytime

▪ Authorize entries to fit unique visit schedules for
caregivers, resident, friends and family

▪ Ability to record all entries through events monitoring

screen to allow caregivers track resident’s movements
and location

FEATURES
AND
BENEFITS
AFFORDABLE

WORRY FREE

FLEXIBLE

SCALABLE

SECURE

Eliminate re-keying and
card reissue to save time
and money

Install and manage with
little effort plus expert
technical support

Manage system remotely
from anywhere with mobile
connectivity

Add and remove sites and
doors at anytime
seamlessly

Secure backup, software
updates and reliable
hardware
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ACCESS CONTROL FOR GOVERNMENT FACILITIES

Securing municipalities with flexible, reliable and scalable access control
From city hall to the police department, all government buildings have two things in common: threats are high
and the stakes are higher. Even the smallest security breach can have lasting effects on a local government’s
reputation and the community it serves. While government buildings need to remain open to serve constituents,
public access can threaten security.
Access control provides a much needed layer of security to protect workers and the public from ever present
threats. In cases of occasional security breaches, access control provides the ability to immediately lockdown
facilities to protect precious lives and prevent further loss.
Millennium’s suite of access control solutions is designed to comply with all safety regulations and allows you to
provide reliable security with physical access control and video surveillance.

PROTECTION FOR FIRE STATIONS
AND OFFICERS

Access control to secure the crew, equipment and
facilities

 Integrated ID badging system ensures that only
approved persons can gain entry into buildings

 Create automatic lock and unlock schedules to save
cost and reduce liability

 Get insight into everyone who enters via events
recording

 Administer multiple buildings within single access control
system with partitioning

 Create time zones for outside organizations/personnel
to gain access to Firehouse facilities

“I have been with Millennium since the Dos software version, then Windows and now Ultra. The hardware is
some of the most reliable hardware in the industry and the software just keeps getting better, constantly
introducing new features such as the mobile client and providing the flexibility to operate and open doors
remotely. Now with cloud hosted I can give my customers immediate service, and keep them up to date
and running.”

Dan Walling - Owner, The Locksmith Express

SECURITY FOR LIBRARIES AND
LEARNING CENTERS

Secure all public learning facilities with reliable
access control systems

 Create one-card system for identification and access
control for libraries

 Track all entries and exits via events recording and
notifications

 Set timed open and lock periods and enforce
restrictions for after hours access

 Open and lock doors remotely through cloud access
 Integrate system with third-party notifications and fire
alarms to protect against unauthorized entry

PROTECT THE PEOPLE WHO
PROTECT US

Provide top-notch security for the people who
protect us

 Secure ID badging for department personnel to
prevent unauthorized access

 Ability to trigger emergency lockdown in the face of
threats and danger

 Secure entry to sensitive areas such as interrogation

rooms, armories, general open spaces and evidence
rooms

 Ability to generate reports of all entries into all secure
rooms allows for forensic accountability

 Integration with video surveillance, alarms, notification
and communication systems

ACCESS CONTROL FOR
JUDICIARY BUILDINGS

Provide reliable access control for courthouses and
government buildings

 Emergency lockdown all doors in the event of threats
and existential danger to lives and property

 Provide restricted circulation from the building
entrance to chambers for judges

 Secure prisoner holding rooms within courthouse
buildings with discreet hardware

 Create flexible access control that allows for

separation of judges, court personnel, prisoners, jury
members, and the public

 Manage one security system for both access control,

FEATURES
AND
BENEFITS

video surveillance, alarms and notifications

AFFORDABLE

WORRY FREE

FLEXIBLE

SCALABLE

SECURE

Eliminate re-keying and
card reissue to save time
and money

Install and manage with
little effort plus expert
technical support

Manage system remotely
from anywhere with mobile
connectivity

Add and remove sites and
doors at anytime
seamlessly

Secure backup, software
updates and reliable
hardware
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ACCESS CONTROL FOR K-12 SCHOOLS

Providing a secure learning environment with scalable access control
Nowhere in our history is the security of schools more important. It is the duty of every institution to provide a safe
environment for the students, faculty and staff. Government regulations on student and personnel entry are
worthwhile, but adequate security is only achievable when extensive security measures are put in place, such as
reliable access control systems along with security cameras and emergency notifications systems.
Access control allows for the control of entry and exit, provides the ability to track movements, and adds an extra
layer of security. In cases of security breaches, access control provides the ability to immediately lockdown
facilities to protect precious lives and prevent further loss.
Millennium’s suite of access control solutions is designed to comply with all safety regulations and allows you to
provide reliable security with physical access control and video surveillance.

ONE-CARD ACCESS FOR
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

One-Card solution for free flow of movement between
multiple buildings

 One-card system to allow teachers and students move
between buildings and schools as needed

 Integrated ID system ensures that only approved

persons can gain entry and access associated benefits

 Get full reporting on all student and staff entry and exits
via events recording

 Create partitions within single access control system to
allow each school to administer security and access
levels separately

 Flexible system allows addition of new doors anytime
“Installing the Millennium Access Control Cloud solution was a great choice for our customer’s private New
England school. The school wanted the ability to access their system from anywhere. They have the insight
to everyone who comes and are able to control all their doors easily. Since the system has been installed
they have called and said how happy they are with the features and thanked me for installing the
Millennium software. They love the Mobile Connect”

George Bildstein - Security Consultant, Northeast Security Technologies

CONTROLLED ACCESS AND
TRACKING

Secure all attached facilities with reliable access
control systems

 Secure connected facilities such as libraries, gyms,
cafeterias to prevent unauthorized access

 Track all entries and exits via events recording and
notifications

 Set timed open and lock periods to for libraries and
gyms for night athletics and restriction of afterhours
classroom access

 Integrate system with RAVE notifications and fire alarms
to protect against unauthorized entry

PROTECT IMPORTANT ROOMS
AND EQUIPMENT

Provide top-notch security for controlled spaces

 Keep laboratories, faculty offices, art studios and

inventory rooms secure to prevent unauthorized access

 Keep private data, documents, transcripts, files and
special equipment secure

 Provide authorized entry to multiple buildings and
facilities based on administrative access level

 Ability to generate reports of all entries into all secure
rooms allows for accountability and safety of
equipment and people

 Customize ID and entry permissions for specific

personnel and student access levels and schedules

ACCESS CONTROL SECURITY
THAT SAVES LIVES

Provide reliable access control that grows with your
needs

 Lockdown all doors in the event of threats and
existential danger to lives and property

 Administer and control all doors remotely in the cloud
from anywhere and at anytime

 Connect all entryways to classrooms, common areas,
labs and gyms in one place with discreet hardware

 Scalable, reliable, with continuous software

development to fit security needs for all facilities at
every level

 Manage one security system for both access control

FEATURES
AND
BENEFITS

and video surveillance

AFFORDABLE

WORRY FREE

FLEXIBLE

SCALABLE

SECURE

Eliminate re-keying and
card reissue to save time
and money

Install and manage with
little effort plus expert
technical support

Manage system remotely
from anywhere with mobile
connectivity

Add and remove sites and
doors at anytime
seamlessly

Secure backup, software
updates and reliable
hardware
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ACCESS CONTROL FOR WORSHIP CENTERS

Provide a worry-less worship experience while increasing security for members
As a worship center manager or administrator, your job means you have to worry about the security issues that no-one
else has to think about. Promoting a welcoming worship atmosphere while ensuring top-notch security for sanctuaries,
clergy offices, living spaces and attached event centers such as religious-based childcare facilities is an important
function of your job.
People visit worship centers for comfort, safety, and a sense of belonging. Under no circumstances do they expect to
feel unsafe or to have their security jeopardized when coming for a prayer or mass. That's why it is important that your
security plan combines effectiveness in preventing and containing threats, without changing the experience for your
members.
Millennium allows you to increase security with physical access control and video surveillance without worrying about
an increase in cost or lower quality of service.

ALWAYS WELCOMING- LOCKED
WHEN NEEDED

With Millennium cloud access control you can;
 Manage one security system for both access control
and video surveillance
 Connect all facilities, on-premise event centers and
daycares in one place with discreet hardware
 Install low-cost reliable access control to fit wired
and wireless installations
 Create access schedules for worship services,
holiday events, visitors and regular admin staff
 Remotely manage all building access systems for
clergy offices, event rooms and attached buildings
securely in the cloud
 Provide flexible mobile credentials to open doors
remotely with one-click on the smartphone.

“ Millennium access control is perfect for our synagogue. We have cut out trips to the
synagogue to unlock doors for meetings, classes and events. The cloud access makes it
easy to operate from anywhere and the lockdown feature gives us peace of mind. ”

Gary Phillips – President, Gard Tech

SECURE ATTACHED CHILDCARE
FACILITIES

Manage your attached spaces like daycares
securely and conveniently

 Ensure that only approved persons can gain entry into
the childcare spaces

 Get full reporting on all entries with tracking via events
recording

 Get lockdown and emergency opens in cases of
threats and weather events.

 Customize schedules and entry codes for families and
staff

HOST EVENTS AND RENT OUT
SPACES SECURELY

Host weddings, social events, charity galas and rent
out your social spaces to outsiders securely

 Issue temporary access to event spaces with the
Millennium Mobile-Connect credentials

 Lock and unlock doors remotely on special occasions
and during weather events

 Grant timed open and lock periods to control crowd

access for visitors and vendors during and after events

 Wirelessly connect all doors, even in big open spaces
with the Plexus wireless system option

GUARANTEED SECURITY FOR
PRIVATE OFFICES

Manage security for all administrative spaces and
the sanctuary from one centralized system

 Always up to date security for all administrative spaces
and worship sanctuary

 Unlock doors without the need to be physically present,
saving travel time and cost

 Ability to track all entries into all secure rooms allows for
accountability and safety

 Customize entry permissions for specific personnel
access levels and schedules

 Grant access to rooms as-needed, securing all others
when not in use

FEATURES
AND
BENEFITS
AFFORDABLE

WORRY FREE

FLEXIBLE

SCALABLE

SECURE

Eliminate re-keying and
card reissue to save time
and money

Install and manage with
little effort plus expert
technical support

Manage system remotely
from anywhere with mobile
connectivity

Add and remove sites and
doors at anytime
seamlessly

Secure backup, software
updates and reliable
hardware
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ACCESS CONTROL FOR CHILDCARE CENTERS

Providing a safe and nurturing environment for little humans
When parents drop their children off at daycare, they expect that their kids will be safe and cared for. This is only
possible with the proper security measures in place, such as reliable access control systems along with security
cameras and notifications systems.
Security breaches can accidentally let unauthorized people inside the facility, putting children and staff at risk of
kidnapping or injury.
Millennium’s suite of access control solutions is designed to comply with all safety regulations and allows you to
provide reliable security with physical access control and video surveillance without worrying about high cost or
low quality of service.

THE COST OF PROVIDING
PEACE OF MIND- PRICELESS

With Millennium cloud access control you can;
 Manage one security system for both access control
and video surveillance
 Connect all entryways to classrooms, learning
centers, indoor play areas and outdoor playgrounds
in one place with discreet hardware
 Install low-cost reliable access control to fit wired and
wireless installations
 Create access schedules for staff, parents, visitors
and contractors
 Remotely manage all building access systems
securely in the cloud

Installing the Millennium system for any daycare’s access control is one decision that you
can be proud of. Track all attendance and provide families with the security and
accountability that they look for in a child care facility

SECURE PARENT CHECK-IN

Adequate security for entry and exit doorways with
physical access control

 Ensure that only approved persons can gain entry into
the childcare center for drop-offs and pick-ups

 Get full reporting on all entries with tracking via events
recording

 Get lockdown and emergency opens in cases of
threats and weather events.

 Customize schedules and entry codes for families and
staff

SAFETY FOR OUTDOOR SPACES

Secure all exterior doors with keyless access control
systems

 Connect and control access to all exterior spaces to

prevent unauthorized access through unmonitored exits

 Lock and unlock doors remotely weather events and
emergencies

 Grant timed open and lock periods to visitors and
contractors

 Wirelessly connect all doors, even in big open spaces
with the Plexus wireless system option

SECURE CHILD-FREE ZONES

Provide reliable security for restricted spaces

 Keep medicine cabinets, nurses stations and inventory
rooms secure to prevent children from gaining access

 Authorized access required to gain access to classroom
corridors and interior doors

 Ability to track all entries into all secure rooms allows for
accountability and safety

 Customize entry permissions for specific personnel
access levels and schedules

FEATURES
AND
BENEFITS
AFFORDABLE

WORRY FREE

FLEXIBLE

SCALABLE

SECURE

Eliminate re-keying and
card reissue to save time
and money

Install and manage with
little effort plus expert
technical support

Manage system remotely
from anywhere with mobile
connectivity

Add and remove sites and
doors at anytime
seamlessly

Secure backup, software
updates and reliable
hardware
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